Legal Studies 179

Comparative Constitutional Law

Professor Shapiro

Readings:

Martin Shapiro, *Courts* (University of Chicago Press – Paperback)

Alex Stone Sweet, *Governing with Judges* (Oxford University Press – Paperback)


Any edition or year of publication, new or used copies, of each of the above.

Reading Schedule:

Read *Courts* chapters 1, 2, and 3 and *Governing With Judges* before the Mid Term; *Judicial Review in New Democracies* before the Final. Detailed schedules for discussion portions of the readings will be provided in the discussion sessions. Read *Courts* chapter 1 immediately.

Office Hour:

Wednesday – 11:15-12:15 (or by appointment if you can’t make the scheduled hour)

Boalt Hall Room 305

Mid Term and Final:

The Mid Term exam is on Friday March 7.

The Mid Term and Final are multiple essay question exams.

There is no paper for this class.